PRESENT TRENDS IN THE TREATMENT OF OSTEARTHRITIS OF THE HIP
With an addendum for Fellowship candidates
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The practice of orthopaedic surgery is undergoing extensive changes and the treatment of osteoarthritis of the hip reflects this in a challenging manner. Systematic surgery for this disease began to be practised on an increasing scale in the years following the first world war. An arthrodesis, once successfully achieved, was appreciated to be of great value; doubtless it was in part the difficulties and morbidity of this operation which led surgeons to work out other methods to relieve the pain of the osteoarthritic hip. So-called reconstructions of the Whitman type made a crude articulation from the distorted joint; McMurray described the use of intertrochanteric osteotomy and Girdlestone evolved the pseudarthrosis operation. These were the main procedures practised by British orthopaedic surgeons during most of the years between the wars; it was essentially salvage surgery.

Hopelessly deranged hip joints were either stiffened by arthrodesis or were refashioned or adjusted by the other relatively crude methods. Both surgeon and patient recognized that the end result fell far short of a normal hip—a painless, mobile and stable joint. Each method aimed at producing a painless joint but differed from the others in the mobility and stability that followed its performance. Considered as salvaging operations they were, and as we shall see below still are, very successful.

In the last decade another era of therapeutics for the osteoarthritic hip has been established. Two factors combined to increase both the scope of surgery and the number of patients to whom operation could be offered. Firstly, advances in anaesthesia and in transfusion techniques have made operations much safer. Secondly, much has become known about the tolerance of inert materials by the tissues of the body, and operations of prosthetic replacement have become commonplace in the treatment of osteoarthritis of the hip. Such operations aim at reconstructing a normal or near normal hip from the joint wreckage, to provide hips not only painless but stable and mobile as well—clearly different from the salvage operations.

There are two main operative techniques: In the interposition arthroplasty of Smith-Petersen a metal cup is placed between the remodelled femoral head and acetabulum, the cup is fixed to neither bone and induces a fibro-cartilaginous covering on both bone ends. In the replacement arthroplasties a portion of the upper end of the femur is resected and replaced by a prosthesis fitted into the bone. The first of such techniques to find wide application was the acrylic femoral head introduced by the Judets; seldom can an operative technique have been so widely employed in so short a time.

In deciding the best treatment for any particular patient the following points must be considered:
1. No patient is operated upon until a thorough trial of physiotherapy has been given, and if necessary repeated, without obtaining satisfactory relief from pain.
2. The great majority of operations are performed to relieve severe and disabling pain, a much smaller number to correct deformity. Accordingly it is essential to estimate how much pain the patient suffers and what inroads it makes into his life.
3. The surgeon explains to the patient the level of functional activity likely to follow operation; the patient can then see how this will fit in with his needs at work and at home.
4. The lumbar spine, the other hip and the knees are examined; the findings may indicate whether the affected hip can be stiffened or must be left mobile.
5. A general physical examination determines whether the patient can stand a major hip operation. An assessment of the patient’s emotional make up is important when considering arthroplasty as this operation requires considerable cooperation throughout a long post-operative course of physiotherapy.

The final decision regarding operation is made with reference to these five points and to the preference of surgeon and patient. The techniques now in common use will be briefly discussed.
Arthrodesis

Although arthrodesis destroys the joint, success depends upon obtaining bony union between femur and acetabulum; this requires considerable skill. Osteogenesis is hindered by the long lever of the lower limb which tends to disturb the junctional tissues at the slightest movement. Intra-articular arthrodesis is the method of choice and most surgeons reinforce this by metallic internal fixation, by a bone graft or by both. The disadvantages of arthrodesis are the difficulty of securing bony ankylosis, the duration of plaster immobilization which is relatively ill tolerated by older patients and the risk of stiffening the knee by such immobilization. Even a partially stiff and painful knee is serious in the presence of an arthrodesed hip, and new techniques are still being devised to overcome these difficulties. The functional result of an arthrodesis is excellent and this operation finds its greatest application in the unilateral osteoarthritic hip of the youngish patient. The hip is completely stable and painless, excellent for walking and standing, less well adapted to sitting. The optimum position of ankylosis of the adult hip is neutral rotation, flexion 25° and abduction only to compensate for any real shortening.

Charnley (1953) has approached the problem of hip arthrodesis in a new fashion. His central dislocation technique either produces an arthrodesis of the hip (Fig. 1) or results in a fibrous ankylosis allowing 10° to 30° of flexion, but without movement in other directions. This desirable state of affairs prevents a Trendelenberg gait and is due to the central dislocation creating a bone block to lateral and rotary motion. The procedure has many impressive features; in Charnley's hands it appears technically straightforward, is not shocking, fixes the knee post-operatively for only one month, all plaster is discarded at six weeks and the patient leaves hospital in about a further fortnight. The author was recently privileged to see a follow-up review of 30 patients who had been operated during the last six years; the degree of freedom from pain and the high level of functional activity of the group as a whole was most impressive.

Resection of the Femoral Head and Neck, the Pseudarthrosis Operation

This is neither a difficult nor a shocking procedure and is well tolerated by the reasonably fit patient of 70 years (Fig. 2). It was practised and taught by G. R. Girdlestone, whose technique and results are described by Taylor (1950). The operation results in a mobile hip, a short leg (1½ in.) and a limp due to a positive Trendelenberg; the

![Fig. 1.—Central dislocation arthrodesis (Mr. J. Charnley's case). The hip having been widely dislocated the femoral head and neck are cut to the form of a cylinder and pushed through a hole made in the acetabular floor. The medial end of the reshaped head now lies within the true pelvis. A metal clamp, not shown here, which compresses the great trochanter to the ilium is buried in the wound in those cases where bony ankylosis is sought; the clamp is removed after six weeks.](http://pmj.bmj.com/content/12/4/398)

![Fig. 2](http://pmj.bmj.com/content/12/4/398)
majority but not all the patients thus have permanent need of a stick. It is effective in relieving pain and younger patients have been enabled to walk long distances, drive a tractor, etc., after its performance. Patients sit very well after this operation; it can be performed bilaterally. The procedure is very useful for the older patient and those cases where it is obligatory not only to relieve pain but to leave a mobile hip. Batchelor (1940) has added an abduction osteotomy to the original procedure in an attempt to increase the stability.

**Intertrochanteric Femoral Osteotomy**

This was first performed for osteoarthritis of the hip by McMurray (1939), who aimed to displace the distal fragment medially beneath the acetabulum (Fig. 3). It is a straightforward and simple operation which aims to relieve pain and correct deformity; the range of motion in the hip is not increased. As originally performed the operation had the same disadvantages of immobilization as arthrodesis, but now some surgeons are using internal fixation to obviate this. As the popularity of acrylic arthroplasty wanes osteotomy is being increasingly performed in many centres; a most interesting fact which has become apparent is that pain relief does not seem to depend upon the maintenance of displacement at the osteotomy site —equally satisfactory results have been obtained after osteotomies in which the bone fragments appear to have returned to their original position.

**Arthroplasty**

One problem is common to both types of arthroplasty, the method of approach. Both the anterior (Smith-Petersen) and the posterior (Gibson) approaches and their modifications are used extensively, neither enjoys an overwhelming superiority over the other. In reconstruction of a hip it is necessary to preserve normal gluteus medius action to prevent a Trendelenburg gait, and to maintain the tension in the short rotator muscles and thus maintain stability. New operative approaches are still being devised in an attempt to ensure these desirable happenings (McFarland and Osborne, 1954).

Cup arthroplasty entails a thorough exposure of the hip joint, remodelling of both femoral head and acetabulum and, finally, the insertion of a vitallium cup which covers the femoral head and fits into the acetabulum. The technique of Smith-Petersen (1939) has remained largely unmodified. Adams (1953) has recently introduced the concentric cup which aims to provide a better mechanical arrangement within the new joint; the long-term results must be awaited with interest.

The original replacement arthroplasty utilized the Judet acrylic prosthesis (Juddet, J. and R., *et al.*, 1954), and this is the one which has been the most popular in this country. The hip is dislocated, the femoral head is resected and the acetabulum is remodelled. The prosthesis is then inserted by driving its stem into a channel prepared in the length of the femoral neck.

If the acrylic femoral head had an enthusiastic reception, it has equally had extensive modification. Between 1950 and 1953 it largely supplanted the cup but the popularity of replacement arthroplasty is now very seriously threatened. Innumerable alterations have been made since the prototype was introduced; they take two chief forms. The constitution of the prosthesis is varied whereby different materials are used either singly or in combination. More significant, however, is the changing shape of the prosthesis—the overall change is towards the use of bigger prostheses entailing resection of more of the original articulation (Fig. 4). Thus some of those who are exploring the possibilities of this type of surgery are replacing the whole of the femoral head and neck by a prosthesis whose fixation has extended from the original 2 in. stem of the Judet prosthesis to a medullary nail which goes almost halfway down the femoral shaft. The prosthetic joint has already been used in the knee and the elbow and is being contemplated for the hip!
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4.-Diagrams of some prostheses used for osteoarthritis of the hip:
A, early, and B, the later type of Judet prosthesis.
C, Thompson type.
D, Merle d'Aubigné type.

These changes reflect both the disappointments and the hopes of those engaged in this phase of orthopaedic surgery. The results of replacement arthroplasty have disappointed a majority of surgeons who had hoped so much from it, and this disappointment is being met by some who are trying to find the way whereby the occasional excellent result may be achieved in large numbers.

Replacement arthroplasty may fail due to:
1. The use of materials which fracture, deform or produce tissue reaction.
2. Post-operative subluxation or dislocation of the new joint. It is not difficult to insert an acrylic head into a femoral neck, but it is difficult to place it in a predetermined position after having removed just the right amount of bone from the joint to leave a fit which is neither too loose nor too tight.
3. Dislocation is prevented by skilled surgery and nursing; late loosening of the prosthesis is probably only in part dependent upon the technique of operation. The evolution of prostheses which replace more and more of the upper end of the femur and whose fixation extends progressively down the shaft is one way whereby this problem of late loosening of the prosthesis is being attacked. These rather formidable looking appliances are probably receiving a slow and cautious application in the traditionally conservative schools of British orthopaedics.

The commonest cause of disappointment after arthroplasty is the onset of pain and stiffness in the reconstructed joint. This is in part connected with the problems just discussed, but will be considered again below.

In summary, the arthroplasties require the greatest surgical skill of all operations on the osteoarthritic hip if they are to be successful. They require prolonged post-operative physiotherapy; the early results are frequently very encouraging, the late results are not infrequently disappointing. While the two-year follow up re-
view is of interest, it is the five to ten year result which is of significance.

Comment

The difficulties and disappointments of the orthopaedic surgeon and his patient assume a correct perspective when viewed against certain facts. Osteoarthritis is a painful disease, surgery aims to relieve the pain and yet we are completely ignorant of the origin of this symptom. Perhaps the capsule, synovium and the bone all contribute, but to say more is speculation. This is less surprising when one remembers that very little is known of the nerve supply of bone.

We can only guess at the factors controlling the resorption and production of bone, how then should we prevent the loosening of prostheses or new bone formation around reconstructed joints?

It is well recognized that certain methods employed in physiotherapy relieve joint pain. Heat in one form or another is very often effective, yet what is known of the mode of action of the justly popular short wave diathermy? Recent work has suggested that as usually applied its heating effect is largely confined to the superficial tissues (Scott, 1955), and that whereas it produces an increased circulation in the skin the blood flow in deeper organs may be decreased (in the kidney, Kottke et al., 1949; in muscle, Harris, 1955). It is interesting to compare this last piece of evidence with the findings that the vascular tree within the osteoarthritic femoral head is grossly abnormal, being in a condition of widespread arterial hyperaemia and venous dilatation (Fig. 5) (Harrison, Schajowicz and Trueta, 1953). It seems possible that at least some of the pain of this disease might have a vascular basis and Trueta is at present exploring the possibilities of relieving the pain of osteoarthritis by local intraosseous X-irradiation. The finding of this deranged vascular bed perhaps throws some light on the successes which have been known for a long time occasionally to follow external X-irradiation in this disease.

In the light of these deficiencies in knowledge our attempt to build new joints by arthroplasty can be compared to the attempted construction of a bridge designed to carry heavy traffic without intimate knowledge of the principles of engineering and mechanics. Small wonder that the result is unpredictable.

It is fascinating to speculate on the difficulties and the future of arthroplasty. The problem of the reconstruction of a durable joint after the resection of an osteoarthritic one is a biological problem, mechanical solutions must be biologically acceptable. There are at least two major difficulties to be considered.

Firstly, evidence has been offered elsewhere for the thesis that osteoarthritis represents the response of the tissues of a joint to unfavourable mechanical circumstances (Harrison, Schajowicz and Trueta, 1953). If this is correct, then even granted a perfect prosthesis, what is to prevent the re-appearance of osteoarthritic lesions in the living tissues adjacent to the prosthesis, if it merely substitutes a portion of the diseased joint and leaves the original abnormal anatomy and mechanics un-
changed? Such lesions are found after arthroplasty both in the acetabulum and the femoral neck stump (sclerosis and eburnation of bone, cyst formation and osteophytes) and may well account for a return of symptoms. Operations which would correct the underlying anatomy in addition to joint reconstruction might be considered by many to be altogether too formidable.

Secondly, there arises the problem of a method of durable and perfect fixation of an inert material to living bone. It is precisely here that orthopaedic surgery differs from carpentry and engineering. Great forces are transmitted by the hip but the tissues of the normal joint successfully stand up to them. However securely a prosthesis may be bolted or otherwise fixed to the femur, it seems likely that the trabeculae at the site of fixation cannot survive unless the forces to which they are exposed can be kept down to something like those normally prevailing. It may very well be that such can never be obtained in this, the most major weight bearing joint in the body. Scales (1954) is attempting to overcome these difficulties by using metal plate fixation only as a temporary measure contriving finally to secure the shaft of the prosthesis by new bone formation.

Cup arthroplasty should theoretically be successful in osteoarthritis secondary to a local deformity of femoral head or acetabulum which can be corrected at the time of operation (viz., old Perthe's disease, slipped epiphysis, malunion of intra-articular fractures, congenital subluxation of the hip). For the reasons just advanced replacement arthroplasty may prove unsuccessful in these conditions, as may both forms of arthroplasty in osteoarthritis due to anatomical defects occurring at an extra-articular level—old congenital dislocation, coxa vara and valga, anteversion of the femoral neck. In such patients, arthrodesis, osteotomy or pseudarthrosis may still provide the greatest percentage of satisfying results.

The follow-up studies of De Vas (1954) and Shepherd (1954) lend some support to these beliefs in that they show the results of cup arthroplasty to be more durable than those of replacement. What would be most interesting, however, would be to compare the results of cup arthroplasty in the different aetiological groups just mentioned, i.e. intra-articular causes and 'pathology at a distance.'

The most worthwhile approach to the problem of osteoarthritis of the hip is that of prophylaxis. Increasing skill in the treatment of dislocation and other congenital deformities of the hip, of Perthe's disease and slipped epiphysis in the first two decades, will reduce the incidence of clinical osteoarthritis in the adult.

Addendum

If a candidate in a higher surgical examination has been given 15 to 20 minutes to examine a patient with an osteoarthritic hip he should face his examiners armed with the following information:

1. How is the affected hip or hips troubling the patient? What inroads is it making into his life? Does it disturb sleep, necessitate analgesics, affect employment, cause him to use a stick? Is there any history of bone disease or injury in earlier years which might be of aetiological significance in the present arthritis?

2. Clinical examination should yield:

(a) The degree of any fixed deformity of the affected hip—most osteoarthritic hips lie in a position of flexion, adduction and external rotation. The examinee will be familiar with Thomas' test for flexion deformities of the hip.

(b) The amount of any real or apparent shortening. The examinee should be able to discuss the reasons for any differences in these measurements. If there is any real shortening it will be necessary to determine in which segment of the lower limb this is occurring. The first step in such elucidation is to construct Bryant's triangles which will reveal any shortening occurring above the trochanteric region of the femur. Should Bryant's triangles be of equal dimensions on both sides, the cause of any real shortening must be sought for more distally than the hip joints.

(c) The range of motion in the affected hip, considering flexion, abduction, adduction, medial and lateral rotation and extension in turn. The cardinal physical signs of an arthritis is the limitation of motion in the affected joint to an approximately equal extent in all three planes.

(d) The presence of wasting of the thigh.

(e) Is Trendelenberg's sign positive or negative?

(f) An estimate of the mobility of the lumbar spine and the joints in both lower limbs.

(g) It is a useful precaution to conclude the examination by eliciting the ankle and pupillary reflexes; a Charcot joint may be painful in its early stages of development but will allow an abnormal range of movement.
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Prognosis

While the immediate results of resection in acute regional colitis appear to be good, few cases have been reported and none has had a long follow up. In the case reported here and the one described by Thompson (personal communication) there has been no evidence of recurrence after four and five years respectively. In chronic regional colitis, recurrence following excision or short circuiting is unfortunately by no means uncommon. Neuman et al. (1954), record a recurrence rate of 37 per cent. after surgical procedures but they point out that their figures are based on a small number of cases and that the follow up has been short in most. Relapse after a long interval of apparent cure is not unknown and Butler (1953) records a case in which this occurred after eight years.

Summary

A case of regional colitis, which first presented as an acute abdominal emergency, is reported. Following a caecostomy the affected segment of bowel rapidly stenosed and was subsequently resected. A four year follow-up shows no evidence of recurrence.

The literature is reviewed and the pathology and treatment are discussed.

I wish to thank Mr. J. A. McLachlan, under whose care the patient was admitted, for permission to publish this case; Dr. T. Culoty for the radiological reports; and Dr. L. Steingold for the pathological report.

I am indebted to Dr. Lynne Reid and the Photographic Department of the Brompton Hospital for the photomicrography.
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